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ABSTRACT

Author: Larson, Anna, R. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: The reliability of Symphony Link in Emergency Scenarios
Major Professor: Anthony Smith
A wireless network is needed that can be taken into natural disaster areas. This network could
use rapid requirements of group communication and be closely monitored with an assortment of
sensors, for example displacement, temperature, noises, concentration, and pressure of chemicals
(Chen et al., 2013). Disaster prevention is essential in any country, especially in metropolitan
areas.
Ad-hoc sensor networks have the ability to offer first responders with a quick deployable,
economical, and dependable method to collect worthwhile knowledge in terms of possibility of
people trapped within a comprised structure, and the condition of the area.
From the statistical analysis, we concluded that environment does affect the distance and
RSSI of transmission of data in Symphony Link. The data also showed that the farthest range of
Symphony Link was around 1804.46 ft. (550 m). While it is feasible to use Symphony Link for
emergency services, to have reliable transmissions the use cases would have to vary per area of
disaster.
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background
Disasters are generally unavoidable but there are different approaches to reducing risks and

hazards. Natural disasters cause increasingly higher death tolls, which shifted the focus of
preparedness to humanitarian relief management and the preparedness of pre-disaster networks
(Hong, 2015).
A wireless network is needed that can be taken into natural disaster areas. This network
could use rapid requirements of group communication and be closely monitored with an
assortment of sensors, for example displacement, temperature, noises, concentration, and
pressure of chemicals (Chen et al., 2013). Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been
effectively utilized in number environmental monitoring, pre-disaster response, and have
prospects of hazards threatening the rescue operators, and detecting signs of life (Chen et al.,
2013).

1.2

Scope
This research will determine the feasibility of a wireless emergency system in various

environments: city, open, trail, residential, and mixed. The protocols of IEEE 802.15.3 and
802.11b will be used through simulations. Results will be given through packet error rates,
throughput, and distance.

1.3

Research Question
How reliably and consistently will Symphony Link perform in different environments, in

terms of distance between gateway and evaluation board and received signal strength indicator
(RSSI)?

1.4

Significance
The United Nations Central Emergency Response Fund has allocated more than $4.6 billion

to help millions of people in 98 countries (Index for risk management, 2017). Additionally, the
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European Union has set up a common European training program for humanitarian volunteers.
They have developed European standards for humanitarian organizations to work with
volunteers in EU-funded projects worldwide to support local capacities to prevent, prepare for,
and recover for disasters (Index for risk management, 2017). Disaster prevention is essential in
any country, especially in metropolitan areas.
Ad-hoc sensor networks have the ability to offer first responders with a quick deployable,
economical, and dependable method to collect worthwhile knowledge in terms of possibility of
people trapped within a comprised structure, and the condition of the area (Chen et al., 2013).
With WSNs ease of deployment within field conditions as well as the investment cost being low
due to the ongoing advancements within the realms of sensors, VLSI, and wireless advancements
(Rizvi et al., 2012).

1.5

Assumptions

The assumptions for this study include:
•

GPS has accurately identified the equipment location.

•

All devices are fully functional.

•

LTE can be used if there is no existing network.

•

Devices are protected from environmental elements.

•

Devices can withstand temperatures from 20°F to 70°F.

•

Devices are not subjected to theft.

•

Devices are not securely placed from the wind.

1.6

Limitations

The limitations for this study include:
•

There will only be one gateway for tested area.

•

GPS latitude and longitude will be used from the Symphony Link Network Tester.
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1.7

Delimitations

The following are delimitations for this study:

1.8

•

Energy efficiency will not be taken into consideration.

•

Data usage will not be taken into consideration when using LTE.

•

2.4 GHz will be used.

Definitions

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks: networks that do not have set infrastructure; the nodes are portable
and have limited resources, power and battery life. Mobile ad-hoc networks also have the
capacity to arrange themselves to create a functional network (Biradar, 2010).
Disaster Risk Reduction: a tactical approach to decreasing the risk of hazards and panic in an
organization during disasters, whether natural or man-made. (Gautam, 2015)
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter reviews relevant topics focusing on a wireless emergency system.
Comparative advantages and disadvantages of each solution will be presented. Each section will
briefly explain each topic and how it will be used in the system. The topics covered are: wide
area networks, wireless sensor networks, MANETs, wireless network equipment, wireless
standards, LoRaWAN, disaster recovery, ZigBee, and SigFox.

2.1

Wide Area Network
Low-Power Wide Area Networking (LPWAN) allows long-range connectivity, which

will support many new applications and services (Adelantado et al., 2016). The types of service
required for medical emergencies are voice, data, video, comfortable terminal, ubiquitous
coverage, availability of dedicated network capacity, and highly reliable networks. LPWANs are
promising complementary communication technology for IoT (Internet of Things). LPWAN
deployments will differ depending on the standard and situation. The four main features strongly
tied to LP-WANs, as defined by Barrachina et al. (2017), are: low-power consumption, wide
coverage range, low cost, and scalability. LPWANs deliver long-range communications and a
low power arrangement, which makes them a convenient and promising solution for multiple
types of applications. Results of the four features show that these networks have longer lifespans
and a reduction of usage on Stations (STAs). Barrachina et al., 2017 found more than 96%
reduction of networks with limited STAs.
Qiantori et al. (2012) recommends a triage system to define order and priority of emergency
action. The backhaul system, in the Qiantori et al. (2012) study, has 5.8 GHz WiFi IEEE 802.11a
and contacts clients operating at 2.4 GHz WiFi IEEE 802.11b/g. The coverage areas are up to
200 meters of a local ad-hoc WiFi access point, which is sufficient enough to support mobile
search and rescue teams and doctors. Simultaneous channels, data rate, deployment time and cost,
coverage area, ease of use and portability are essential factors for an emergency system (Qiantori
et al., 2012). But delivering emergency medical information presents challenges, such as
upgrading LAP systems, behavior of traffic communication patterns, and medical emergencies to
be comprehended and effective.
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There is an increase the area in which wireless service covers, which is a main advantage
of multi-hop wireless mesh networks. Traffic from mobile users and wired to the Internet, and
vice versa, are processed autonomously as entities, like restaurants, offices, or hot spots (Chuang,
2015).

2.2

Wireless Sensor Network
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is an autonomous network in which multiple sensors are

utilized when deployed out in the field. The most common distribution approach is placing
sensors within a grid system, called random location-based deployment. This has the ability
replace opportunistic deployments in multifaceted environments where regular placement is
unfeasible. Within random type deployments, sensors determine the optimal location based on
the desired metrics during the WSN task. Local coverage measurement is the act of gathering
topology data from the network in each and every sensor (Chizari et al., 2014).
One of the many uses of wireless sensors are for measuring different factors, such as
temperature, lighting, radiation, pressure, humidity, etc. Since these sensors are generally placed
outside, there is no electricity making alternative power sources necessary. Some power sources,
such as wind or solar, can stock pile energy, up to tens of megawatts, according to Krejcar and
Mahdal (2012). However, current posed unique challenges in regulating to power, specifically in
wireless embedded systems. These challenges consist of the needs of power management and
safety issues. WSNs have limited function with respect to the router or to the sole controller
nevertheless; their main advantage is initiating the sleep mode which decreases power
consumption. The suggested solution of DC-DC converter power supplying wireless unit has an
effectiveness compared to other commercial circuits while being less expensive (Krejcar and
Mahdal, 2012).
Wireless sensors allow access to information in the event that there is a hazardous or
precarious location for humans. Connected dominating sets (CDS) are very energy efficient
within WSNs. Based on topology control there are two different phases the construction of the
topology and ongoing maintenance. Rizvi et al. (2012) created many different topologies of
various sized networks with some containing as little as 50 to as many 250 nodes for CDS
implementations. Simulations were executed over a large band to compare and show that the
proposed algorithm benefits from easier messages to send and can sustain a more efficient
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energy utilization. CDS handles larger sensor coverage areas while maintaining more consistent
connectivity when utilizing the topology conversation process (Rizvi et al., 2012).
Chen et al. (2013) offered a model for monitoring geohazards in reservoir regions and
providing warnings early. The suggested early warning system puts information gathered from
sensors, like location, timing, magnitude, and the type of potential disaster. The sensor nodes
were positioned to capture the geohazard information. This information can include pressure and
deformation. Data is collected, primarily from the environment, and it is then sent to the base
station via multi-hop communication. The data is then forwarded to the center station via a
wireless wide area network where rescue works can make decisions based on the information.
Albagory and Said (2014) proposed HAP-WSN, High Altitude Platform Wireless Sensor
Network. This technique utilizes an array for wireless large coverage zones and can provide wide
coverage cell to a 30 km radius. There are two main components for the HAP-WSN, a link
station as well as the sensor node located on the ground. HAP is an airborne station that provides
communication, supervising, surveillance, and noncommercial military application. The sink
station collects data from the sensors in an area, and postulates security on the raised sink. The
system performs its sensing task without disrupting the environment. Finally, in some
environments, such as the aircraft cabin, there are strict guidelines for the use of electronic
device, and this is an additional concern. Loo (2009) designed a mobile sensing system
(ASCENT 1000) that can be part of carry-on luggage, which guarantees that detecting tasks can
be performed without heavy equipment. Use of the system can benefit of flights, thus not adding
extra costs to the project. The system can also be configured for different tasks when a new
sensor has been found, needing only minimal modifications to the software and adding the
sensor to the microcontroller’s memory, which is flash-based, and it can be sensing again in a
matter of minutes (Loo et al. 2009).

2.3

MANET
Meshnets and MANETs (mobile ad-hoc networks) are built on devices with permanent

energy supplies to powerful batteries that influence wide transmission ranges and high data rates.
There are specific classes of wireless radios that can provide irreplaceable features, such as link
quality indicators (LQI) in IEEE 802.15.4-based CC2420 chips. The metrics that Alizai et al.
(2013) focused on to measure performance were (1) address stability, (2) average hop distance,
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and (3) the number of transmissions required for a packet to reach its destination. The identifying
characteristic of MANETs is that they do not have a fixed network infrastructure. Similar to
WSNs, they have capability to autonomously organize themselves to create a network. MANETs
involve fundamental changes to established routing protocols for both unicast and multicast
communication. Due to the swift conditions of groups focused on communication applications,
routing in MANETs has brought the attention of more researchers.
In multicast routing, a path is configured connecting all groups and packets to the receivers
from a single transmission so that bandwidth is preserved. Since group-oriented communication
is one of the key function classes in MANET environments, a number of MANET multicast
routing protocols have been recommended. Biradar et al. (2010) put forth a link stabilization
protocol hinging around a multi-cast routing scheme. The scheme will take the source of
multicast destinations from a MANET and establish a route. A multicast mesh was created by
Biradar et al. (2010) to be used by reciever nodes to send links to a source node when data needs
to be sent. The scheme consists of the following phases: (1) route request (RR) and route reply
(RP) packets, (2) finding stable routes between source and destination pair of node via stable
forwarding nodes (SFNs), and (3) mesh maintenance. Having a mesh with a SFN value higher
than the stability of the surrounding nodes will result in a stable path. This guarantees better
quality of links and reduces the possibility of link failure.
Song (2012) proposes a method of categorizing the nodes based on link stability and
proposes a routing selection plan with link stability. To estimate performance of the router
selection scheme, having an estimating value higher or lower than the upper and lower bound
range, Song (2012) placed 40 nodes in the network area. The nodes were separated into two
groups of 40 and placed in a 4 x 5 grid that had 175 m separation between each node. PDR
(packet delivery rate) along with three different routing protocols were compared as symbols of
hybrid, proactive, and reactive routing protocols. PDR was used as success rate, as it defines a
ratio of received packets to sent packets (Bamis et al., 2008). Link conditions that match a failure
state are alerted to the source with error packets in tow to allow the source to start route
discovery for the new, more stable, route.
Many issues remain to be solved before MANETs have the ability to be proficiently
deployed; many deployment issues stem from routing troubles. Routing is very difficult within
MANETs due to their nature of being mobile. Links are consistently broken, and routes within
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the architecture have to reestablish. These rerouting operations come at a large cost, especially at
scale. These operations cost the already limited radio resources and device battery reserves, but
the rerouting delay may also degrade quality of service (QoS) implementation as well as overall
network performance (Shengming et al., 2005).
Alizai et al. (2013) notes that a cross-network evaluation platform must: (1) provide a
programming environment that supports the complication and execution of foreign protocol
sources in the target environment, (2) abstract from access to the operating system-specific
characteristics to bridge the differences between the native and foreign OS, and (3) a transparent
account hardware specifications- particularly while fully supporting protocols (Alizai et al.,
2013).

2.4

Wireless Network Equipment
Wireless equipment in a private network can perform IP based communication to each other.

This can be done by using the Network Address Translation (NAT) technology. They can
converse to network nodes in the global address domain. The TCP connection establishment
process, a 3-way handshake, cannot be performed between two remote clients. A solution for this
is a configuration called NAT box, or port forwarding. A NAT box must be installed at the edge
of the private and public network, as it changes the private addresses into public ones when the
packets navigate through to the public world. There can also be UDP (user datagram protocol)
communication between two nodes. The wireless packets start flooding the public network with
UDP packets and the packets create a dynamic NAT box entry while leaving the sender’s private
network. When the packet arrives, it is guided to the correct private address according the NAT
Box entry. Almasi (2011) implements UDPTUN in Linux and Windows. The results show that a
direct tunnel connection between two remote clients can be created without NAT box and only
with UDPTUN.
Wireless virtualization is a trend for the next generation of wireless networks. They enable
the sharing of infrastructure and resources. Virtual resource management for full duplex relaying
(FDR), multiple service produces, and mobile network operators concur. The proposed scheme
in Liu et al. (2015) can improve the performance of the virtualized FDR networks, where SPs,
MNOs, and users can profit from the emerging technologies in 5G cellular networks (Liu et al.,
2015).
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2.5

Wireless Standards
Synchronicity issues between IEEE 802.15.4 for WSNs and IEEE 802.11 for WLANs have

been researched extensively in recent years. IEEE 802.15.4 have been shown as interference in
802.11 networks, and vice versa, in both analytical and simulations situations. WSNs will
coincide with WLANs when they are near each other and will be detrimental of the performance
and packet loss rate. The WLAN will then begin to decrease the packet size and WSN
interference will be given a lower threshold value (Alizai et al., 2013).
In WLAN networks, APs periodically send beacon frames, which contain a network
identifier (ID), the beacon and channel specifications, amongst other information (Angrisani et
al., 2008). Then STA (station) obtains the beacon and asks for authentication.
Chuang (2015) formulates the target total bandwidth for the uplink traffic and downlink
traffic as a wireless backbone to 802.11 WLANs. The results of the wireless backbone
demonstrate that complicated network environments need multiple gateways, multi-channel
assignment, load balancing, and resource allotment to reach the targeted bandwidth for a given
business case (Chuang, 2015).

2.6

LoRaWAN
LoRaWAN has been advertised to handle many devices. The main component of LoRaWAN

is the network server which is responsible for the expansion of the nodes. The network
operations of LoRaWAN must evaluate the network server due to the network being lower than
others (Augustin et al., 2016).
There are three different classes of LoRaWAN devices: Class A, Class B, and Class C; these
address different needs for all applications. Class A devices use a small jitter to plan to send an
uplink and have bi-direction communication. There is a 2:1 ratio between downlinks and uplinks.
The two short downlinks must wait for the next uplink to be completed to send again. Class A
device transmissions are based on their own needs and have the lowest power consumption.
Class B devices are similar to Class A devices but have an extra receive window, so transmission
times can be scheduled. A beacon is sent and synchronized from the beacon to the gateway and
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is mandatory for the network server to listen, as in contains information on when to listen. Class
C devices have the most power consumption as their receive window is always open (Augustin
et al., 2016).
LoRaWAN identifies the methodology for communication, however it does not define the
network server. It is crucial that the network load is kept as light as possible. In addition, MAC
commands must be deployed to the end devices by the network server (Augustin et al., 2016).

2.7

Symphony Link
Link Labs released a new LPWAN technology, Symphony Link, which uses LoRa. It

allows for high throughput and has bi-directional messages acknowledgements (M2M, 2016).
Symphony Link’s end device can calculate the range that it can reliability transmit at and adjusts
the power, modulation, and spread factor based off of the distance. It has a large spectrum than
LoRa, 28 times more as found in Symphony Link vs LoRaWAN (2012). Symphony Link vs
LoRaWAN additionally says that it has a synchronous protocol and energy efficient. Link Labs
has use cases in industrial IOT, building automation, smart cities, and agriculture.
Conductor is the IOT/M2M platform that can be used with Symphony Link, also
developed by Link Labs. It also immediate information to be viewed, even in distance situations.
It additionally also provisioning, transport layer security, encryption management, and roaming
information (Lab Labs, 2015).

2.8

Disaster Recovery
In event of a disaster, an effective alert system must emphasize critical factors. These factors

can include the level of precision, how quick information can be transmitted, and the amount of
information that is sent to the emergency response center, as investigated in Ahmed et al. (2017).
In rescue operations, the multiple benefits of existing networks can be omitted as failed nodes
will distribute communication of critical information.
Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) aims to diminish the number of hazards during disasters and
reduce the amount of panic, as the strategic approach was discussed in Gautam and Prasad
(2015). DRR tries to identify, evaluate, and reduce the risks of disaster as well as diminish
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socioeconomic weaknesses to disaster. In disasters it is critical that all communication systems
are quick and easy to deploy.
Existing networks have the tendency to be demolished during disasters. Subsequently, data
becomes overloaded and saturation, which destroys communication. These complications can be
seen using MANETs and the dispersion of antennas in affected areas. Networks can be rebuilt
but typically is not realistic during large-scale emergencies (Gautam and Prasad, 2015).
Sensors nodes are extremely prone to failure, which makes them high security threats,
explaining why ad-hoc networks are rarely implemented in emergency life-or-death situations.
Nodes are also prone to congestions depending on the application used and how much
information is being broadcasted in real-time. This has been seen though simulations of rescue
workers attempting to transmit information to a response center. Nodes can drop packets when
there are not a sufficient about of buffer space, a sufficient amount of bandwidth, or a lack of
CPU cycles.
Right now, an UAV, controlled by APM GPS waypoints, can be sent to the areas to provide
Wi-Fi service. People inside can use their smartphones or laptops to communicate their situation
and get help. The drone Wi-Fi system has successfully integrated with dog rescue team and robot
rescue team from other universities (Gu et al., 2015).
2.8.1

Pre-Disaster

Gautam and Prasad (2015) proposed a pre-disaster measure that provides a more robust
management system by forming redundant physical links using Wi-Fi technology. DRR
measures are preemptive disaster mitigation measures taken to eradicate or diminish the impact
of hazards before a disaster occurs, such as: hazard mapping, the enforcement of buildings and
other civil engineering codes, and flood, tsunami, and earthquake mapping. The results of this
suggestion show that a Wi-Fi backhaul link can be used as an emergency survival
communication network, but only when the main wired networks of the schools are disturbed by
a natural disaster. Also, redundancy allows a network to be available and reliable, even during
disasters. Experiment results indicated the application is quite promising especially in disaster
areas without Wi-Fi signals. In the areas damaged by flooding, earthquake, or avalanche, most
infrastructures are affected; primarily by lacking electricity, water, or cellphone signal. This
method can also be used if there is a roadblock.
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Hong et al. (2015) focuses on the preparedness phase of disaster management for long-term
planning purposes. Additionally, they study how to respond to abrupt natural disasters via the
stochastic Pre-disaster Relief Network Design Problem (PRNDP). Placement of supplies and
determining the location of the response and help accommodations are main problems that can
improve the effectiveness of the post-disaster relief operations. Positing the resources is essential
to reducing response times as they should be closer to the demand locations, in a humanitarian
relief system. This alleviates the suffering of the people in need. Receptiveness can intergrade to
the solution by defining multiple regions in the network and locating sufficient capacity and
resource in each region. It is essential to guarantee that each region have sufficient relief supplies
needed to provide for the people in need.
2.8.2

Post-Disaster

Post disaster operations require incessant supervising and easily deployable plan and can aid
in the mitigation of fatalities and property damage or destruction. In the past there has been a
series of obscure procedures and processes for recuse teams and volunteers. With this lack of
information, improper decisions were made which slowed down emergency response operations.
2.8.3

Natural Disasters

Natural disasters lead to higher death tolls and material losses. This is due to an assortment of
factors, such as accidental development, increase in population, and increase in poverty. The
2010 Haiti earthquakes resulted in death and injuries to hundreds of thousands of people. The
frequent rate of severe natural disasters has caught the attention of governments, humanitarian
relief organizations, and researchers all over the world and emphasized the need to augment the
effectiveness of humanitarian relief management (Hong et al., 2015)
Anita et al. (2015), noted that during cyclones or when there is a substantial loss of water
there is a lack of efficient communication between the control rooms of two dams and the level
and discharge rate of water. A system was created to overcome this problem and to monitor the
water level of the river, controlling the movement of a sluice. This will protect locals as well as
the natural fauna and flora from flooding damage. The system incorporates three parts - sensor
nodes, local control room, center control room. Data from the sensor is collected from nodes that
are sent to the center control room through the local control room. All the data from the different
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local control rooms will be examined at the center control room and center room chooses the
consequent action that could be taken. Communication between sensor nodes and local control
room is with Zigbee (see section 2.8) and in between local control room and center control room
is with a GSM module due to its high distance coverage (Anita et al., 2015).
2.8.4

Disaster Planning

The main goal of Nolte (2013) is have well-organized immediate response to abrupt natural
disasters to support relief planners in making long-term facility location and stock piling decision.
A new scenario-based modeling approach was proposed for a reliable relief network. The
projected models can support relief organizations in making both strategic and tactical decisions.
Facility location decisions typically suggest long-term commitments, but inventory level choices
are easier to adjust if more precise information becomes available. Short-term strategic concerns
are predominantly relevant for certain types of natural disasters, such as hurricanes. Nolte (2013)
offers 6 hypothesizes on the effect of how network enables network output: (1) adequate
communication from public nonprofit work will positively affect the perceived network
performance, (2) coordination of tasks between members from nonprofits will positively affect
perceived network performance, (3) the greater the support among members will positively
affect the perceived network performance, (4) the more relatable the network is perceived will
positively impact the network performance, (5) the more educated of disasters and network the
members are will positively impact the perceived network performance, and (6) the more open to
collaboration the members will positively impact network performance.
A proficient network can regulate a long-term network outcome. Based on Haiti Earthquake
and the relief workers, it was evaluated that the relationship between outcome and performance
within ad-Hoc networks is paramount. The outcomes of the study showed that a robust network
would result in a greatly qualitative disaster response. Good performance helps management of
tasks and services. A sole organization and sole organization actor can see affects from network
performance of disaster response. Based on the community and funders, a positive network
performance will increase the legitimacy of the organization (Nolte, 2013).
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2.9

ZigBee
There have been two types of communication technologies used in organizations: (1) multi-

hop short-range networks, and (2) traditional cellular networks. Examples of multi-hop shortrange transmission technologies, such as IEEE 802.15.4-based networks are ZigBee or Bluetooth,
which offers low power consumption. ZigBee Smart Energy profile is an application based on
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. This advanced new standard and implementation creates an energy
generation and consumption metrics, within an intelligent energy grid.
The ZigBee protocol is made up of four key layers, according to Bilgin and Gungor (2012).
These are: the physical (PHY), the medium access control (MAC) layer, the network (NWK)
layer, and the application (APL) layer. The application layer provides a communication
foundation and applications within the ZigBee network (Bilgin and Gungor, 2012).
Due to the strains that sensor networks create on an environment, ZigBee was created to be
able to sustain a large number of various end nodes. Since ZigBee follows the traditional layered
network model, it allows for creation and sustainment of large ad-hoc networks; networks
consisting of over 65526 end devices. This makes ZigBee ideal for medical, vehicular, industrial,
residential, and agricultural environments. The low power consumption of ZigBee allows to a
lower operating law (250 kbps). It is often used as a low powered wireless personal network.
ZigBee deployments follow the standardized topology models of peer-to-peer, tree, and star.
ZigBee also has a feature that determines the device based on its capabilities that enable it to
perform. A full-function device (FFD) has the ability to carry out routing operations. However,
the reduced-function device (RFB) performs operations as an end device or end node.
MPWiNodeZ (multi-powered node ZigBee) devices are small form factor customizable boards
intended to perform operation of a router or as an end device in these networks. As a result of
multiple experiments, Morais et al. (2008) tested batteries that draw energy from the
environment in which they operated. These confirmed that the system would have reliable
uptime, as well as operate as envisioned.

2.10 SigFox
The SigFox network is based on a one-hop topology and contains transmitting devices,
gateways and a SigFox back-end.

The SigFox Network Operator (SNO) deploys network
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coverage per country. The gateways operated by SNO are placed on mobile network operator’s
radio towers and these gateways connect with the SigFox Cloud platform back-end, which is
operated by the SigFox Company itself. Bidirectional communication is allowed by SigFox
using ISM radio bands, particularly 868 MHz for Europe and 902 MHz for USA. Since SigFox
does not adopt Listen Before Talk (LBT) or any sensor mechanism to avert interference among
devices operating in the same band, duty cycle limitations do not allow transmissions more than
1% of the time (Kalfus and Hegr, 2016).
SigFox has also implemented LPWANT solutions. LPWANT is a UNB, which remains a
proprietary solution, which functions within 915 MHz (North America) bands and 869 MHZ
(Europe). LPWANT operates within narrowband (about 100 Hz bandwidth) and is based on
random frequency and time division multiple access (RFTDMA). LPWANT is capable of a
maximum of 12 bytes payload with a data rates reaching approximately 100bps within the uplink
(Adelantado et al., 2016).
The paper by Kalfus and Hegr (2016) investigated SigFox based on 3,700 samples measured
and showed that it can reach a large maximum range, however, measurements prove that range
limit is strongly dependent on the geographical profile of area (Kalfus and Hegr, 2016).

2.11 Summary
This chapter provided a review of the literature relevant to WAN, WSNs, MANETs,
wireless network equipment, wireless standards, LoRaWAN, disaster recovery, ZigBee, and
SigFox. It also shows a variety of issues of disaster recovery such as: pre-disaster recovery, postdisaster recovery, natural disasters, and disaster recovery planning. The next chapter provides the
framework and methodology to be used in the research project.
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CHAPTER 3.

FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides the framework and methodology to be used in the research study.
With the following procedures, distance, and RSSI were tested in determining Symphony Link
reliability.

3.1

Research Question
How effectively will Symphony Link perform in long distance situations in different

environments?

3.2

Hypothesis
The hypotheses for this study are the following:
H0: The reliable connection of Symphony Link will communicate the same in different
environments.
Hα: The reliable connection of Symphony Link will communicate differently depending
on the environments.

3.3

Testing Premise
An emergency can happen in any environment. To gain the most about of information

and gather the reliability of Symphony Link, five different scenarios were chosen. Open area was
used as a control group to evaluate what would be the maximum distance Symphony Link could
transmit. Residential, city, trail/wood, and mixed residential and city were chosen as they are the
most common environments in which emergencies occur. These areas tested were real world
scenarios as the environments were still populated with people, interference, and obstructions.

3.4
3.4.1

Device Configuration
Equipment
This investigation used the following equipment to successfully conduct the testing
procedures. Detailed information about devices can be found in Table 3.4.1
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•

9 kHz – 7GHz Spectrum Analyzer

•

2x Windows Laptops: Gateway Laptop (GC) and Evaluation Laptop (EC)

•

Symphony Link Gateway

•

Symphony Link Evaluation Board

•

Uninterruptable Power Supply

•

Mobile Hotspot

•

9 dBi antenna

•

915 MHz antenna
Table 3-1 PC Windows Laptop Specifications

Model

Evaluation

Gateway Laptop

Laptop (EL)

(GL)

Surface Pro 3

ASUS Notebook
SKU

CPU

Intel Core i7

Intel Celeron CPU

4650U @ 3.36

1007U @ 1.50 GHz

GHz
Memory

3.4.2

8 GB

4 GB

Symphony Link Gateway and Hotspot
Configured through the local interface, the Symphony Link Gateway was connected to

join a wireless network. The hotspot used an AT&T iPhone 7 Hotspot feature. The appropriate
SSID was selected and the shared key was entered. The hotspot used DHCP so a static IP address
did not need to be set. A bridged network was connected through the GL and hotspot to ensure
that WiFi was getting to the gateway. The gateway was then registered with Conductor through
the network token. This allowed for the data being transmitted to be seen through the web portal.
The web portal was used to verify the acknowledgement of each transmission sent through the
EL and evaluation board.
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3.4.3

Prelude and Evaluation Board
Windows laptops were chosen because the graphical user interface version of Prelude

(the application transmits the messages from the evaluation board to the gateway) is only
supported on the Windows environment. Prelude is a program developed by Link Labs to control
the evaluation boards. Prelude was running the Symphony Mode to transmit packets over the
Symphony Link network instead of No-Mac mode, which transmits over LORA. A 915 MHz
antenna was attached to the evaluation board and connected to EL via USB cable. The
appropriate port was selected and attached the board to Prelude. Then the message was put in the
text box under Transmit and sent. The IQR flags at the bottom on Prelude were used to tell us if
there was an error. The flags were reset after each transmission.

3.5

Testing Procedures
This section explains the procedures used to gather data and determine the maximum

distance per environment from the Symphony Link gateway. It includes the conditions of the
testing locations along with how we concluded the tests.
3.5.1

Environment Surroundings
The locations chosen were as closely representative to the desired testing location. A

spectrum analyzer was used prior to testing to determine the noise floor and all other interference.
The location was not changed due to interference; we just documented it as another factor that
would also affect Symphony Link in a real-world scenario.
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Table 3-2 Testing Area Descriptions and Obstructions
Area
Downtown
Indianapolis
Happy Hollow Trail

Intramural Fields
West Lafayette, IN

Indiana University
Purdue University
Indianapolis
Hospital

3.5.2

Description
A mid-sized city with
large buildings and a
medium amount of foot
traffic
A 450-acre wooded trail
lined with trees and
hills.
125- acres of flat land
that can be used for
various sports.
A small to mid sized
city with a large amount
of apartment buildings
and small houses.
On the edge of
downtown Indianapolis,
begins in a residential
area and then crosses a
busy road into the city
and campus of a
hospital.

Obstructions
Office buildings that are about 30
stories tall, alternate 2.4 GHz
interference from people walking
Tested along a large incline of a
hill with trees along the edge and
in-between the gateway and the
evaluation board.
No obstructions
Large mount of 3-6 storied brick
apartment buildings.
Small houses and a large amount
of metal cars were present while
testing.

Field Work
Testing took place in downtown Indianapolis, Happy Hallow Trail, intramural soccer

fields, West Lafayette, IN, and outside of the Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis
Hospital to represent each of the different environments.
3.5.2.1 Downtown Indianapolis
The Symphony Link was placed inside a car at 136 East Market St. Indianapolis, IN. This
was due to the weather being 22° F with wind-chill. This kept the gateway from freezing and
loosing packets. The UEF and WiFi Antennas were mounted outside the sunroof to mitigate
obstructions from the windows and mirrors inside the car.
The evaluation board was connected to EL and the gateway was connected to GL via an
Ethernet cord. The Gateway was configured per section 3.4.2. A control test measurement was
taken two feet away from the gateway to ensure connectivity and transmissions. Then the EL
with evaluation board would walk a block, about 660 feet, and transmit a 250-byte message to
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the gateway via prelude. The points of test can be found in Table 3.5.2.1 and a map can be found
in Figure 3.5.2.2. Once the gateway received the message via conductor and an ACK was
received on prelude, the RSSI, channel, frequency, spread factor, coding rate, and SNR was
recorded. This procedure was followed until there was a disconnection. Once disconnected, the
EL and evaluation board would be placed at the previous working spot and tested again. If
worked, then we would try the disconnection location again. Once disconnected two times in a
row, the process would continue 660 feet towards the gateway to test consistency. There were 6
trials recorded.
Table 3-3 City Testing
Location
136 East Market St
Penn and Market
Penn and Ohio
Ohio and Meridian
Penn and Ohio
Ohio and Meridian
Penn and Ohio
Penn and Market
Ohio and Meridian
Penn and Ohio
Penn and Market
136 East Market St

Latitude
39°46'6.63"N
39°46'6.75"N
39°46'11.45"N
39°46'11.44"N
39°46'11.45"N
39°46'11.44"N
39°46'11.45"N
39°46'6.75"N
39°46'11.44"N
39°46'11.45"N
39°46'6.75"N
39°46'6.63"N

Longitude
86° 9'17.30"W
86° 9'21.99"W
86° 9'22.51"W
86° 9'28.40"W
86° 9'22.51"W
86° 9'28.40"W
86° 9'22.51"W
86° 9'21.99"W
86° 9'28.40"W
86° 9'22.51"W
86° 9'21.99"W
86° 9'17.30"W
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Figure 3-1 City Map
3.5.2.2 Happy Hollow Trail
The Symphony Link was placed inside the covered picnic area at Happy Hallow Trail.
This was due to the freezing rain to protect the electronic equipment. The evaluation board was
covered with a paper bag with the antenna placed outside to preserve the equipment while not
obstructing the test.
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The evaluation board was connected to EL and the gateway was connected to GL via an
Ethernet cord. The gateway was configured per section 3.4.2. A control test measurement was
taken two feet away from the gateway to ensure connectivity and transmissions. Then the EL
with evaluation board would walk 164 feet (50 meters) and transmit a 250-byte message to the
gateway via prelude. The locations can be seen in Table 3.5.2.3 and the map can be found in
figure 3.5.2.4. Once the gateway received the message via conductor and an ACK was received
on prelude, the RSSI, channel, frequency, spread factor, coding rate, and SNR was recorded.
This procedure was followed until there was a disconnection. Once disconnected, the EL and
evaluation board would be placed at the previous working spot and tested again. If worked, then
we would try the disconnection location again. Once disconnected two times in a row, the
process would continue 660 feet towards the gateway to test consistency. There were 6 trials
recorded.
Table 3-4 Trail Testing
Location
2 feet way
100 m
150 m
200 m
250 m
200 m
250 m
200 m
150 m
100 m

Latitude
40°26'11.01"N
40°26'15.12"N
40°26'18.22"N
40°26'17.28"N
40°26'18.63"N
40°26'17.28"N
40°26'18.63"N
40°26'17.28"N
40°26'18.22"N
40°26'15.12"N

Longitude
86°53'59.97"W
86°54'1.20"W
86°54'2.46"W
86°54'3.24"W
86°54'4.34"W
86°54'3.24"W
86°54'4.34"W
86°54'3.24"W
86°54'2.46"W
86°54'1.20"W
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Figure 3-2 Trail Map
3.5.2.3 Intramural Fields
The Symphony Link was placed inside a car, at the edge of the intramural fields. This
was due to the weather being 22° F with wind-chill. This kept the gateway from freezing and
loosing packets, this enables allows to test to have full functionality. The UEF and WiFi
Antennas were mounted outside the sunroof to mitigate obstructions from the windows and
mirrors inside the car.
The evaluation board was connected to EL and the gateway was connected to GL via an
Ethernet cord. The Gateway was configured per section 3.4.2. A control test measurement was
taken two feet away from the gateway to ensure connectivity and transmissions. Then the EL
with evaluation board would walk 164 feet (50 meters) and transmit a 250-byte message to the
gateway via prelude. The locations can be found in Figure 3.5.2.5 and the map in Figure 3.5.2.6.
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Once the gateway received the message via conductor and an ACK was received on prelude, the
RSSI, channel, frequency, spread factor, coding rate, and SNR was recorded. This procedure was
followed until there was a disconnection. Once disconnected, the EL and evaluation board would
be placed at the previous working spot and tested again. If worked, then we would try the
disconnection location again. Once disconnected two times in a row, the process would continue
660 feet towards the gateway to test consistency. There were 6 trials recorded.

Table 3-5 Open Testing
Location
2 feet away
50 m
100 m
150 m
200 m
250 m
300 m
350 m
400 m
450 m
500 m
550 m
Stadium and McCormick
550 m
Stadium and McCormick
550 m
500 m
450 m
400 m
350 m
300 m
250 m
200 m
150 m
100 m
50 m

Latitude
40°25'38.82"N
40°25'40.22"N
40°25'42.07"N
40°25'44.18"N
40°25'46.11"N
40°25'48.09"N
40°25'50.90"N
40°25'53.17"N
40°25'53.10"N
40°25'53.18"N
40°25'51.85"N
40°25'51.71"N
40°25'51.79"N
40°25'51.71"N
40°25'51.79"N
40°25'51.71"N
40°25'51.71"N
40°25'53.18"N
40°25'53.10"N
40°25'53.17"N
40°25'50.90"N
40°25'48.09"N
40°25'46.11"N
40°25'44.18"N
40°25'42.07"N
40°25'40.22"N

Longitude
86°55'37.38"W
86°55'37.34"W
86°55'37.28"W
86°55'37.24"W
86°55'37.68"W
86°55'38.18"W
86°55'38.36"W
86°55'38.37"W
86°55'41.65"W
86°55'45.90"W
86°55'50.16"W
86°55'53.88"W
86°55'56.53"W
86°55'53.88"W
86°55'56.53"W
86°55'53.88"W
86°55'53.88"W
86°55'45.90"W
86°55'41.65"W
86°55'38.37"W
86°55'38.36"W
86°55'38.18"W
86°55'37.68"W
86°55'37.24"W
86°55'37.28"W
86°55'37.34"W
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Figure 3-3 Open Map
3.5.2.4 West Lafayette, IN
The Symphony Link was placed on a 3rd floor balcony porch at 176 Littleton West
Lafayette, IN. This test started in a residential area filled with brick apartment buildings. The
evaluation board was connected to EL and the gateway was connected to GL via an Ethernet
cord. The Gateway was configured per section 3.4.2. A control test measurement was taken two
feet away from the gateway to ensure connectivity and transmissions. Then the EL with
evaluation board would walk about 660 feet and transmit a 250-byte message to the gateway via
prelude. The locations can be found at Table 3.5.2.7 and the map at Figure 3.5.2.8. Once the
gateway received the message via conductor and an ACK was received on prelude, the RSSI,
channel, frequency, spread factor, coding rate, and SNR was recorded. This procedure was
followed until there was a disconnection. Once disconnected, the EL and evaluation board would
be placed at the previous working spot and tested again. If worked, then we would try the
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disconnection location again. Once disconnected two times in a row, the process would continue
660 feet towards the gateway to test consistency. There were 6 trials recorded.
Table 3-6 Residential Testing
Location
2 feet away
Salisbury and Colombia
Salisbury and North St.
305 N Salisbury
Salisbury and North St.
122 North St
Salisbury and Colombia
Colombia and Chauncey
117 N Chauncey Ave
Salisbury and South St
Salisbury and State St.
Salisbury and South St
117 N Chauncey Ave
Salisbury and South St
117 N Chauncey Ave
Salisbury and South St
Colombia and Chauncey
Salisbury and Colombia
122 North St
Salisbury and Colombia
Salisbury and North St.
305 N Salisbury
Salisbury and North St.
305 N Salisbury
Salisbury and Colombia

Latitude
40°25'28.73"N
40°25'29.74"N
40°25'32.31"N
40°25'33.51"N
40°25'32.31"N
40°25'32.41"N
40°25'29.74"N
40°25'29.67"N
40°25'28.40"N
40°25'26.28"N
40°25'22.01"N
40°25'26.28"N
40°25'28.40"N
40°25'26.28"N
40°25'28.40"N
40°25'26.28"N
40°25'29.67"N
40°25'29.74"N
40°25'32.41"N
40°25'29.74"N
40°25'32.31"N
40°25'33.51"N
40°25'32.31"N
40°25'33.51"N
40°25'29.74"N

Longitude
86°54'15.45"W
86°54'20.74"W
86°54'20.67"W
86°54'20.62"W
86°54'20.67"W
86°54'21.71"W
86°54'20.74"W
86°54'24.64"W
86°54'25.16"W
86°54'20.43"W
86°54'20.56"W
86°54'20.43"W
86°54'25.16"W
86°54'20.43"W
86°54'25.16"W
86°54'20.43"W
86°54'24.64"W
86°54'20.74"W
86°54'21.71"W
86°54'20.74"W
86°54'20.67"W
86°54'20.62"W
86°54'20.67"W
86°54'20.62"W
86°54'20.74"W
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Figure 3-4 Residential Map
3.5.2.5 Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis Hospital
The Symphony Link was placed on the front porch at 828 Camp St Indianapolis, IN. This
test started in a residential area and proceeded into heavy traffic and a city environment. The
evaluation board was connected to EL and the gateway was connected to GL via an Ethernet
cord. The Gateway was configured per section 3.4.2. A control test measurement was taken two
feet away from the gateway to ensure connectivity and transmissions. Then the EL with
evaluation board would walk a 660 feet and transmit a 250 byte message to the gateway via
prelude. The locations can be found in Table 3.45.2.9 and the map at Figure 3.5.2.10. Once the
gateway received the message via conductor and an ACK was received on prelude, the RSSI,
channel, frequency, spread factor, coding rate, and SNR was recorded. This procedure was
followed until there was a disconnection. Once disconnected, the EL and evaluation board would
be placed at the previous working spot and tested again. If worked, then we would try the
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disconnection location again. Once disconnected two times in a row, the process would continue
660 feet towards the gateway to test consistency. There were 6 trials recorded.

Table 3-7 Mixed Testing
Location
2 feet away
828 camp st
9th and camp
9th and California
California and saint Clair
MLK and Saint Clair
Senate and Saint Clair
Senate and Saint Clair
Capital and Saint Clair
714 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204
732 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204
Senate and Saint Clair
Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)
SW corner of Saint Clair and Capital
Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)
Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)
Capital and Walnut
717 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204
Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)
Senate and Saint Clair
MLK and Saint Clair
California and saint Clair

Latitude
39°46'44.05"N
39°46'44.05"N
39°46'46.36"N
39°46'46.25"N
39°46'42.21"N
39°46'41.33"N
39°46'41.10"N
39°46'41.10"N
39°46'40.93"N
39°46'39.76"N
39°46'38.16"N
39°46'41.10"N
39°46'41.08"N
39°46'40.93"N
39°46'40.93"N
39°46'40.93"N
39°46'37.06"N
39°46'39.05"N
39°46'40.93"N
39°46'41.10"N
39°46'41.33"N
39°46'42.21"N

Longitude
86°10'12.83"W
86°10'12.83"W
86°10'12.92"W
86°10'9.31"W
86°10'8.00"W
86°10'3.10"W
86° 9'47.67"W
86° 9'47.67"W
86° 9'41.23"W
39°46'39.76"N
86° 9'40.37"W
86° 9'47.67"W
86° 9'46.64"W
86° 9'41.23"W
86° 9'40.19"W
86° 9'40.19"W
86° 9'40.50"W
86° 9'40.35"W
86° 9'40.19"W
86° 9'47.67"W
86°10'3.10"W
86°10'8.00"W
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Figure 3-5 Mixed Map
3.6

Measurements of Evaluation
The variables involved in this experiment were: location, RSSI, channel, SNR, distance,

and transmission time.
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3.7

Threats to Validity
Tests were conducted in an open environment to simulate a similar environment in which

the system will be used. However, different or improper placement of equipment could
drastically change the results due to line of sight or Fresnel zone.

3.8

Summary
This chapter provided the framework and methodology to be used in the research study.

The next chapter provides results of the experiment setup.
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CHAPTER 4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter, we analyze the data with the purpose of answering the key questions
defined in Chapter 3. The analysis is done in several steps. We began by looking at the
individual trials to see if they are homogenous or not. This is followed by a one-way ANOVA to
analyze the significance between variables. This chapter ends with information of correlations
between the variables.

4.1

Homogeneity

We wish to establish if the distance and RSSI are homogeneous, or if there are strong or weaker
areas in the variables. Based on how the obstructions and environments impacted the distance,
we intuitively expect the distance not to be homogenous. We started the analysis by investigating
the data points individually. The Levene Statistic was used to analyze the groups with equal
variances. Levene’s test was significant so equal variance cannot be assumed (Levene statistic =
33.53, p < .01).
Since the assumption of homogeneity of variance was not met for the data, Welch’s
adjusted F ratio (2.73) was used, as advised in Field (2018).

4.2

Distance versus Environment
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to show if there was a statistically significant

difference between the means of the different environments and distance. The results show that
environment was a statistically significant predictor of distance, t = 5.26, p < .001. There was a
significant effect on distance from the environment F(4, 549) = 83,88 , p < .001.
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Table 4-1 Distance vs. Environment

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
112892163

df

Mean Square

f

Sig.

4

28223040.8

83.88

.000

184724156

549

336473.87

297616318

553

Because we found a statistically significant result, a post hoc test was computed. The Bonferroni,
Gabriel, and Games-Howell were selected. These tests are designed to compare each of our
conditions to every other environment. The post hoc comparisons indicated that the mean score
for the mixed residential and city and open environments were significantly different then all
other conditions. The city environment was significantly different than the mixed city and
residential (M = -1143.249, SD = 100) and open (M = -586.57, SD = 62.31) environments. The
trail environment was significantly different than open and mixed city (M = -531.06, SD = 57.9)
and residential (M = -1086.62, SD = 87.32). Finally, the residential area was significantly
different than open (M = -534.00, SD -50.14) and mixed city and residential (M = -1149.57, SD =
92.91).

4.3

RSSI vs Environment
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to show if a statistically significant difference would

be found between the means of the different environments and RSSI. The results show that
RSSI was a statistically significant predictor of distance, t = 5.26, p < .001. There was a
significant effect on RSSI from the environment F(4, 549) = 2.67, p = .03.
Because we found a statistically significant result, another post hoc test was computed. The post
hoc comparisons indicated that there also was a significant difference between the city
environment and residential area (M = 19.59, SD = 6.98).
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4.4

Distance vs. RSSI

A single linear regression was calculated to predict distance based on RSSI. A significant
regression equation was found, equation 4.4.1, with an R2 = 11%. Distance’s predicted RSSI is
equal to -96.41 + .34 times the distance in feet.
YDistance = -97.41 - .01 (X RSSI) + e

4.5

(eqn. 4.4.1)

Correlations

Results of the Pearson correlation indicated that there was a significant negative association
between RSSI and distance (r(554) = -.34 , p < .001), meaning as distance increases, the RSSI
value will decrease. There is also a significant negative association between SNR and Distance
(r(554) = -.36, p > .001), indicated that as distance increased, SNR will decrease.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Conclusions
From the statistical analysis, we concluded that environment does affect the distance and

RSSI of transmission of data in Symphony Link. The data also showed that the farthest range of
Symphony Link was around 1804.46 ft. (550 m). While it is feasible to use Symphony Link for
emergency services, to have reliable transmissions the use cases would have to vary per area of
disaster.
Additionally, the amount of data transmitted has shown to be an issue in our use case. A
maximum of 250 bytes would not be allowed to transmit so a file containing patient or shelter
information would not be feasible. However, this would be feasible, in the field, for emergency
search teams to send quick messages back to base. While Symphony Link could feasibility
deployed by search and rescue workers, it will not give significantly different results compared
to standard 802.11, ZigBee, or SigFox technologies.

5.2

Error Analysis
Potential sources of error during testing were height, temperature, and wind as

impediments to the device. As testing was not completed in the a controlled scenario, some
testing days has winds of up to 12 mph and temperatures around 22°F. Mitigation techniques
were used to avoid these factors, such as putting a hand warmer near the evaluation board and
gateway, so it would not be as cold or placing the gateway into a car, as described in 3.5 Testing
Procedures. While it was attempted to have external factors from affecting the results, it could
have provided errors within the data.
Additionally, height placement of the gateway could have impacted the RSSI, as the
Fresnel zone would be lower. It was specifically chosen to know change our procedures for
higher placement as it would not be common knowledge of rescue workers to place it higher.
Better results could have been achieved if the gateway was placed higher.
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5.3

Discussions
Throughout testing, testing locations and dates of testing were not change due to possible

errors, as discussed in 5.2 Error Analysis. This was in order to simulate real-world scenarios to
test the feasibility of Symphony Link. While these factors could have contributed, better results
could have still been predicted as Link Labs advertises more than 30 miles for Symphony Link to
reach. 0.34 miles was the furthest distance we achieved which is 1% of what was advertised. As
the trail test was completed at the top and bottom of the hill we were testing around while the
same results and the residential test was completed three stories high, the Fresnel zone did not
seem to be a pressing issue. The same areas were tested using an Alpha card network extender
from an existing 802.11 network, and was seeing similar if not slightly better results than the
Symphony Link.

5.4

Recommendations
To fully understand the limits of Symphony Link, additional testing would need to be

conducted. The relationship with sensors and with multiple devices connected to one gateway
was not tested. Additionally, the effects of meshing multiple gateways could improve the
coverage area. Testing how the transmitted data could upload from a Conductor to an emergency
service’s personal system to more quickly analyze the data or messages. Additional tests should
be completed to find the maximum distances as advertised by Link Labs.
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APPENDIX A: RAW DATA

Test Code,,,Location,,,,Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
D,19,0,2 feet way," 40°26'11.01""N"," 86°53'59.97""W",>2,1:52:30 PM,1:52:46 PM,12:00:16
AM,-100.2,57,911.89,6.5,7,10
D,19,1,100 m," 40°26'15.12""N"," 86°54'1.20""W",427.19,1:56,1:56,0:00,93.2,40,909,7,1,10.75
D,19,2,150 m ," 40°26'18.22""N"," 86°54'2.46""W",760.6,1:58,1:58:06,0:00:06,93.2,56,911.72,7,1,9.5
D,19,3,200 m," 40°26'17.28""N"," 86°54'3.24""W",684.3,2:00,2:00:06,0:00:06,105.2,34,907.98,7,1,9
D,19,4,250 m," 40°26'18.63""N"," 86°54'4.34""W",837.11,Disconnect,,,,,,,,
D,19,5,200 m," 40°26'17.28""N"," 86°54'3.24""W",684.3,2:04,2:04:06,0:00:06,105.1,59,907.75,7,1,9
D,19,6,250 m," 40°26'18.63""N"," 86°54'4.34""W",837.11,Disconnect,,,,,,,,
D,19,7,200 m," 40°26'17.28""N"," 86°54'3.24""W",684.3,2:08,2:08:06,0:00:06,104.1,34,904.45,7,1,9
D,19,8,150 m ," 40°26'18.22""N"," 86°54'2.46""W",760.6,2:10,2:10:06,0:00:06,95.9,87,909.73,7,1,9.5
D,19,9,100 m," 40°26'15.12""N"," 86°54'1.20""W",427.19,2:12,2:12,0:00,98.2,7,904.6,7,1,10.75
,,Test #2,Location,,,,Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
D,20,0,2 feet way,,,>2,2:20,2:20:15,0:00:15,-100.2,40,912.37,7,1,10
D,20,1,100 m,,,427.19,2:22,2:22:06,0:00:06,-93.2,47,908.09,7,1,10.75
D,20,2,150 m ,,,760.6,2:24,2:24:06,0:00:06,-93.2,56,912.72,7,1,9.5
D,20,3,200 m,,,684.3,2:26,2:26:06,0:00:06,-105.2,40,906.23,7,1,9
D,20,4,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,20,5,200 m,,,684.3,2:30,2:30:06,0:00:06,-105.1,59,907.75,7,1,9
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D,20,6,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,20,7,200 m,,,684.3,2:36,2:36:06,0:00:06,-104.1,7,903.12,7,1,9
D,20,8,150 m ,,,760.6,2:38,2:38:06,0:00:06,-95.9,34,912.83,7,1,9.5
D,20,9,100 m,,,427.19,2:40,2:40:06,0:00:06,-98.2,87,902.5,7,1,10.75
,,Test #3,Location,,,,Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
D,21,0,2 feet way,,,>2,2:20,2:20:15,0:00:15,-100.2,40,912.37,7,1,10
D,21,1,100 m,,,427.19,2:22,2:22:06,0:00:06,-93.2,47,908.09,7,1,10.75
D,21,2,150 m ,,,760.6,2:24,2:24:06,0:00:06,-93.2,56,912.72,7,1,9.5
D,21,3,200 m,,,684.3,2:26,2:26:06,0:00:06,-105.2,40,906.23,7,1,9
D,21,4,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,21,5,200 m,,,684.3,2:30,2:30:06,0:00:06,-105.1,59,907.75,7,1,9
D,21,6,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,21,7,200 m,,,684.3,2:36,2:36:06,0:00:06,-104.1,7,903.12,7,1,9
D,21,8,150 m ,,,760.6,2:38,2:38:06,0:00:06,-95.9,34,912.83,7,1,9.5
D,21,9,100 m,,,427.19,2:40,2:40:06,0:00:06,-98.2,87,902.5,7,1,10.75
,,Test #4,Location,,,,Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
D,22,0,2 feet way,,,>2,2:20,2:20:15,0:00:15,-100.2,40,912.37,7,1,10
D,22,1,100 m,,,427.19,2:22,2:22:06,0:00:06,-93.2,47,908.09,7,1,10.75
D,22,2,150 m ,,,760.6,2:24,2:24:06,0:00:06,-93.2,56,912.72,7,1,9.5
D,22,3,200 m,,,684.3,2:26,2:26:06,0:00:06,-105.2,40,906.23,7,1,9
D,22,4,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,22,5,200 m,,,684.3,2:30,2:30:06,0:00:06,-105.1,59,907.75,7,1,9
D,22,6,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
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D,22,7,200 m,,,684.3,2:36,2:36:06,0:00:06,-104.1,7,903.12,7,1,9
D,22,8,150 m ,,,760.6,2:38,2:38:06,0:00:06,-95.9,34,912.83,7,1,9.5
D,22,9,100 m,,,427.19,2:40,2:40:06,0:00:06,-98.2,87,902.5,7,1,10.75
,,Test #5,Location,,,,Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
D,23,0,2 feet way,,,>2,2:20,2:20:15,0:00:15,-100.2,40,912.37,7,1,10
D,23,1,100 m,,,427.19,2:22,2:22:06,0:00:06,-93.2,47,908.09,7,1,10.75
D,23,2,150 m ,,,760.6,2:24,2:24:06,0:00:06,-93.2,56,912.72,7,1,9.5
D,23,3,200 m,,,684.3,2:26,2:26:06,0:00:06,-105.2,40,906.23,7,1,9
D,23,4,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,23,5,200 m,,,684.3,2:30,2:30:06,0:00:06,-105.1,59,907.75,7,1,9
D,23,6,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,23,7,200 m,,,684.3,2:36,2:36:06,0:00:06,-104.1,7,903.12,7,1,9
D,23,8,150 m ,,,760.6,2:38,2:38:06,0:00:06,-95.9,34,912.83,7,1,9.5
D,23,9,100 m,,,427.19,2:40,2:40:06,0:00:06,-98.2,87,902.5,7,1,10.75
,,Test #6,Location,,,,Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
D,24,0,2 feet way,,,>2,2:20,2:20:15,0:00:15,-100.2,40,912.37,7,1,10
D,24,1,100 m,,,427.19,2:22,2:22:06,0:00:06,-93.2,47,908.09,7,1,10.75
D,24,2,150 m ,,,760.6,2:24,2:24:06,0:00:06,-93.2,56,912.72,7,1,9.5
D,24,3,200 m,,,684.3,2:26,2:26:06,0:00:06,-105.2,40,906.23,7,1,9
D,24,4,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,24,5,200 m,,,684.3,2:30,2:30:06,0:00:06,-105.1,59,907.75,7,1,9
D,24,6,250 m,,,837.11,,,0,,,,,,
D,24,7,200 m,,,684.3,2:36,2:36:06,0:00:06,-104.1,7,903.12,7,1,9
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D,24,8,150 m ,,,760.6,2:38,2:38:06,0:00:06,-95.9,34,912.83,7,1,9.5
D,24,9,100 m,,,427.19,2:40,2:40:06,0:00:06,-98.2,87,902.5,7,1,10.75
Test Code,,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
E,25,control,2 feet away," 40°25'28.73""N"," 86°54'15.45""W",>2,7:35,7:35:09,0:00:09,103.2,0,902.2,7,1,9.25
E,25,1,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,7:39,7:39:09,0:00:09,-119.2,107,920.39,7,1,5.25
E,25,2,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,7:41,7:41:15,0:00:15,-127.2,147,927.19,147,8,-5.5
E,25,3,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
E,25,4,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,7:44,7:44:17,0:00:17,-127.2,0,902.2,10,1,-4.25
E,25,5,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
E,25,6,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,7:47,7:47:11,0:00:11,-127.2,87,918.69,7,1,-5.25
E,25,7,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,7:49,7:49:11,0:00:11,-121.2,26,906.62,8,1,-2.25
E,25,8,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
E,25,9,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,7:54,7:54:07,0:00:07,-120.2,59,912.23,7,1,2.5
E,25,10,Salisbury and State St.," 40°25'22.01""N","
86°54'20.56""W",785.93,7:57,7:57:43,0:00:43,-127.2,8,903.56,10,1,4.25
E,25,11,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:00,8:00:07,0:00:07,-120.2,59,914.3,7,1,2.5
E,25,12,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
E,25,13,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:02,8:02:07,0:00:07,-120.2,59,907.45,56,1,2.5
E,25,14,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
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E,25,15,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:06,8:06:07,0:00:07,-120.2,59,901.1,7,1,2.5
E,25,16,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,8:08,8:08:11,0:00:11,-121.2,26,906.09,8,1,-2.25
E,25,17,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:10,8:10:11,0:00:11,-127.2,87,917.7,73,1,-5.25
E,25,18,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
E,25,19,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:14,8:14:11,0:00:11,-127.2,87,912.45,7,1,-5.25
E,25,20,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:16,8:16:17,0:00:17,-127.2,0,906.3,112,1,-4.25
E,25,21,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
E,25,22,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:20,8:20:17,0:00:17,-127.2,0,902.2,51,1,-4.25
E,25,23,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,Disconnected,,,,,,,,
E,25,24,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:24,8:24:09,0:00:09,-119.2,107,922.41,7,1,5.25
,,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
E,26,control,2 feet away," 40°25'28.73""N"," 86°54'15.45""W",>2,,,0,-103.2,73,902.2,7,1,9.25
E,26,1,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:30,8:30:09,0:00:09,-119.2,107,920.39,7,1,5.25
E,26,2,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:35,8:35:09,0:00:09,-127.2,147,927.19,7,1,-5.5
E,26,3,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
E,26,4,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:40,8:40:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,26,5,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,26,6,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:46,8:46:08,0:00:08,-127.2,87,918.69,7,1,-5.25
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E,26,7,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,8:48,8:48:09,0:00:09,-121.2,26,906.62,7,1,-2.25
E,26,8,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,26,9,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,,912.23,7,1,2.5
E,26,10,Salisbury and State St.," 40°25'22.01""N","
86°54'20.56""W",785.93,8:54,8:54:11,0:00:11,-127.2,59,903.56,7,1,4.25
E,26,11,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,107,914.3,7,1,2.5
E,26,12,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,26,13,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:56,8:56:09,0:00:09,-120.2,0,907.45,7,1,2.5
E,26,14,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,26,15,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,9:00,9:00:17,0:00:17,-120.2,147,901.1,7,1,2.5
E,26,16,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,9:04,9:04:11,0:00:11,-121.2,73,906.09,7,1,-2.25
E,26,17,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:06,9:06:17,0:00:17,-127.2,147,917.7,7,1,-5.25
E,26,18,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,26,19,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:10,9:10:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,912.45,7,1,-5.25
E,26,20,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:12,9:12:17,0:00:17,-127.2,73,906.3,7,1,-4.25
E,26,21,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0,,,,,,
E,26,22,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:16,9:16:09,0:00:09,-127.2,87,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,26,23,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,9:18,9:18:11,0:00:11,127.2,107,906.3,7,1,-4.25
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E,26,24,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N"," 86°54'20.74""W",421.45,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
,,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
E,27,control,2 feet away," 40°25'28.73""N"," 86°54'15.45""W",>2,,,0,-103.2,73,902.2,7,1,9.25
E,27,1,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:30,8:30:09,0:00:09,-119.2,107,920.39,7,1,5.25
E,27,2,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:35,8:35:09,0:00:09,-127.2,147,927.19,7,1,-5.5
E,27,3,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
E,27,4,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:40,8:40:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,27,5,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,27,6,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:46,8:46:08,0:00:08,-127.2,87,918.69,7,1,-5.25
E,27,7,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,8:48,8:48:09,0:00:09,-121.2,26,906.62,7,1,-2.25
E,27,8,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,27,9,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,,912.23,7,1,2.5
E,27,10,Salisbury and State St.," 40°25'22.01""N","
86°54'20.56""W",785.93,8:54,8:54:11,0:00:11,-127.2,59,903.56,7,1,4.25
E,27,11,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,107,914.3,7,1,2.5
E,27,12,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,27,13,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:56,8:56:09,0:00:09,-120.2,0,907.45,7,1,2.5
E,27,14,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,27,15,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,9:00,9:00:17,0:00:17,-120.2,147,901.1,7,1,2.5
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E,27,16,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,9:04,9:04:11,0:00:11,-121.2,73,906.09,7,1,-2.25
E,27,17,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:06,9:06:17,0:00:17,-127.2,147,917.7,7,1,-5.25
E,27,18,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,27,19,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:10,9:10:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,912.45,7,1,-5.25
E,27,20,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:12,9:12:17,0:00:17,-127.2,73,906.3,7,1,-4.25
E,27,21,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0,,,,,,
E,27,22,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:16,9:16:09,0:00:09,-127.2,87,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,27,23,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,9:18,9:18:11,0:00:11,127.2,107,906.3,7,1,-4.25
E,27,24,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N"," 86°54'20.74""W",421.45,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
,,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
E,28,control,2 feet away," 40°25'28.73""N"," 86°54'15.45""W",>2,,,0,-103.2,73,902.2,7,1,9.25
E,28,1,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:30,8:30:09,0:00:09,-119.2,107,920.39,7,1,5.25
E,28,2,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:35,8:35:09,0:00:09,-127.2,147,927.19,7,1,-5.5
E,28,3,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
E,28,4,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:40,8:40:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,28,5,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,28,6,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:46,8:46:08,0:00:08,-127.2,87,918.69,7,1,-5.25
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E,28,7,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,8:48,8:48:09,0:00:09,-121.2,26,906.62,7,1,-2.25
E,28,8,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,28,9,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,,912.23,7,1,2.5
E,28,10,Salisbury and State St.," 40°25'22.01""N","
86°54'20.56""W",785.93,8:54,8:54:11,0:00:11,-127.2,59,903.56,7,1,4.25
E,28,11,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,107,914.3,7,1,2.5
E,28,12,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,28,13,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:56,8:56:09,0:00:09,-120.2,0,907.45,7,1,2.5
E,28,14,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,28,15,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,9:00,9:00:17,0:00:17,-120.2,147,901.1,7,1,2.5
E,28,16,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,9:04,9:04:11,0:00:11,-121.2,73,906.09,7,1,-2.25
E,28,17,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:06,9:06:17,0:00:17,-127.2,147,917.7,7,1,-5.25
E,28,18,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,28,19,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:10,9:10:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,912.45,7,1,-5.25
E,28,20,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:12,9:12:17,0:00:17,-127.2,73,906.3,7,1,-4.25
E,28,21,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0,,,,,,
E,28,22,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:16,9:16:09,0:00:09,-127.2,87,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,28,23,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,9:18,9:18:11,0:00:11,127.2,107,906.3,7,1,-4.25
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E,28,24,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N"," 86°54'20.74""W",421.45,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
,,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
E,29,control,2 feet away," 40°25'28.73""N"," 86°54'15.45""W",>2,,,0,-103.2,73,902.2,7,1,9.25
E,29,1,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:30,8:30:09,0:00:09,-119.2,107,920.39,7,1,5.25
E,29,2,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:35,8:35:09,0:00:09,-127.2,147,927.19,7,1,-5.5
E,29,3,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
E,29,4,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:40,8:40:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,29,5,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,29,6,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:46,8:46:08,0:00:08,-127.2,87,918.69,7,1,-5.25
E,29,7,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,8:48,8:48:09,0:00:09,-121.2,26,906.62,7,1,-2.25
E,29,8,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,29,9,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,,912.23,7,1,2.5
E,29,10,Salisbury and State St.," 40°25'22.01""N","
86°54'20.56""W",785.93,8:54,8:54:11,0:00:11,-127.2,59,903.56,7,1,4.25
E,29,11,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,107,914.3,7,1,2.5
E,29,12,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,29,13,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:56,8:56:09,0:00:09,-120.2,0,907.45,7,1,2.5
E,29,14,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,29,15,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,9:00,9:00:17,0:00:17,-120.2,147,901.1,7,1,2.5
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E,29,16,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,9:04,9:04:11,0:00:11,-121.2,73,906.09,7,1,-2.25
E,29,17,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:06,9:06:17,0:00:17,-127.2,147,917.7,7,1,-5.25
E,29,18,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,29,19,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:10,9:10:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,912.45,7,1,-5.25
E,29,20,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:12,9:12:17,0:00:17,-127.2,73,906.3,7,1,-4.25
E,29,21,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0,,,,,,
E,29,22,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:16,9:16:09,0:00:09,-127.2,87,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,29,23,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,9:18,9:18:11,0:00:11,127.2,107,906.3,7,1,-4.25
E,29,24,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N"," 86°54'20.74""W",421.45,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
,,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
E,30,control,2 feet away," 40°25'28.73""N"," 86°54'15.45""W",>2,,,0,-103.2,73,902.2,7,1,9.25
E,30,1,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:30,8:30:09,0:00:09,-119.2,107,920.39,7,1,5.25
E,30,2,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:35,8:35:09,0:00:09,-127.2,147,927.19,7,1,-5.5
E,30,3,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
E,30,4,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,8:40,8:40:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,30,5,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,30,6,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,8:46,8:46:08,0:00:08,-127.2,87,918.69,7,1,-5.25
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E,30,7,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,8:48,8:48:09,0:00:09,-121.2,26,906.62,7,1,-2.25
E,30,8,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,30,9,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,,912.23,7,1,2.5
E,30,10,Salisbury and State St.," 40°25'22.01""N","
86°54'20.56""W",785.93,8:54,8:54:11,0:00:11,-127.2,59,903.56,7,1,4.25
E,30,11,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:52,8:52:11,0:00:11,-120.2,107,914.3,7,1,2.5
E,30,12,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,30,13,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,8:56,8:56:09,0:00:09,-120.2,0,907.45,7,1,2.5
E,30,14,117 N Chauncey Ave," 40°25'28.40""N"," 86°54'25.16""W",749.7,,,0,,,,,,
E,30,15,Salisbury and South St," 40°25'26.28""N","
86°54'20.43""W",457.99,9:00,9:00:17,0:00:17,-120.2,147,901.1,7,1,2.5
E,30,16,Colombia and Chauncy," 40°25'29.67""N","
86°54'24.64""W",715.74,9:04,9:04:11,0:00:11,-121.2,73,906.09,7,1,-2.25
E,30,17,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:06,9:06:17,0:00:17,-127.2,147,917.7,7,1,-5.25
E,30,18,122 North St," 40°25'32.41""N"," 86°54'21.71""W",613.78,,,0,,,,,,
E,30,19,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N","
86°54'20.74""W",421.45,9:10,9:10:09,0:00:09,-127.2,0,912.45,7,1,-5.25
E,30,20,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:12,9:12:17,0:00:17,-127.2,73,906.3,7,1,-4.25
E,30,21,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,,,0,,,,,,
E,30,22,Salisbury and North St.," 40°25'32.31""N","
86°54'20.67""W",542.28,9:16,9:16:09,0:00:09,-127.2,87,902.2,7,1,-4.25
E,30,23,305 N Salisbury," 40°25'33.51""N"," 86°54'20.62""W",627.91,9:18,9:18:11,0:00:11,127.2,107,906.3,7,1,-4.25
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E,30,24,Salisbury and Colombia," 40°25'29.74""N"," 86°54'20.74""W",421.45,,,0:00:00,,,,,,
,,,,,,,9:22,9:22:05,0:00:05,-119.2,87,922.41,7,1,5.25
Test Code,Test Number,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR,
C,13,control,2 feet away," 40°25'38.82""N"," 86°55'37.38""W",>2,11:52:30,11:52:54,0:00,70.2,25,906.45,7,1,9.5,
C,13,1,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",145.15,11:58,11:58,0:00,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
C,13,2,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,12:00,12:00,0:00,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,13,3,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,12:02,12:06,0:00,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,13,4,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,12:04:00,12:04:06,0:00:06,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,13,5,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,12:06,12:06:08,0:00:08,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,13,6,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,12:08,12:08:06,0:00:06,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,13,7,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,12:10,12:10:06,0:00:06,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,13,8,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,12:13,12:13,0:00:06,101.2,73,913.08,7,1,7.75,
C,13,9,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,12:15:00,12:15:06,0:00:06,100.2,65,910.35,7,1,3.5,
C,13,10,500 m," 40°25'51.85""N"," 86°55'50.16""W",1647.48,12:17,12:17:06,0:00:06,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,13,11,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,12:20,12:20:08,0:00:08,104.2,128,923.96,7,1,5.75,
C,13,12,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N","
86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,12:22,Disconnect,,,,,,,,
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C,13,13,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,12:24,12:24:08,0:00:08,104.2,51,921.84,7,1,5.75,
C,13,14,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N","
86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,12:25,Disconnect,,,,,,,,
C,13,15,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,12:26,12:26:08,0:00:08,102.6,51,931.26,7,1,5.75,
C,13,16,500 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1647.48,12:27,12:27:06,0:00:06,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,13,17,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,12:29:00,12:29:06,0:00:06,100.2,7,9:21:36,7,1,3.5,
C,13,18,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,12:31,12:31,0:00,101.2,73,914.61,7,1,7.75,
C,13,19,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,12:33,12:33:06,0:00:06,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,13,20,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,12:35,12:35:06,0:00:06,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,13,21,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,12:37,12:37:08,0:00:08,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,13,22,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,12:40:00,12:40:06,0:00:06,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,13,23,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,12:42,12:42,0:00,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,13,24,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,12:40:00,12:40:08,0:00:08,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,13,25,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",327.34,12:40:00,12:40:03,0:00:03,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
,,Test #2,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR,SNR
C,14,control,2 feet away," 40°25'38.82""N"," 86°55'37.38""W",>2,,,0,-70.2,25,906.45,7,1,9.5,
C,14,1,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",145.15,13:00,13:00:14,0:00:14,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
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C,14,2,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:02,13:02:08,0:00:08,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,14,3,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:04,13:04:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,14,4,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:06,13:06:06,0:00:06,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,14,5,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:08,13:08:06,0:00:06,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,14,6,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:10,13:10:08,0:00:08,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,14,7,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:12,13:12:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,14,8,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:14,13:14:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,913.08,7,1,7.75,
C,14,9,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:16,13:16:08,0:00:08,100.2,65,910.35,7,1,3.5,
C,14,10,500 m," 40°25'51.85""N","
86°55'50.16""W",1647.48,13:18,13:18:06,0:00:06,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,14,11,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:20,13:20:08,0:00:08,104.2,128,923.96,7,1,5.75,
C,14,12,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,14,13,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:24,13:24:08,0:00:08,104.2,51,921.84,7,1,5.75,
C,14,14,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,14,15,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:28,13:28:10,0:00:10,102.6,51,931.26,7,1,5.75,
C,14,16,500 m," 40°25'51.71""N","
86°55'53.88""W",1647.48,13:30,13:30:13,0:00:13,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,14,17,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:32,13:32,0:00,100.2,7,9:21:36,7,1,3.5,
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C,14,18,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:34,13:34:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,914.61,7,1,7.75,
C,14,19,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:36,13:36:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,14,20,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:38,13:38:06,0:00:06,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,14,21,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:40,13:40:08,0:00:08,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,14,22,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:42,13:42:10,0:00:10,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,14,23,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:34,13:34:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,14,24,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:36,13:36:06,0:00:06,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,14,25,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",327.34,13:38,13:38:04,0:00:04,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
,,Test #3,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR,
C,15,control,2 feet away," 40°25'38.82""N"," 86°55'37.38""W",>2,,,0,-70.2,25,906.45,7,1,9.5,
C,15,1,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",145.15,13:00,13:00:14,0:00:14,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
C,15,2,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:02,13:02:08,0:00:08,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,15,3,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:04,13:04:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,15,4,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:06,13:06:06,0:00:06,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,15,5,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:08,13:08:06,0:00:06,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,15,6,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:10,13:10:08,0:00:08,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
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C,15,7,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:12,13:12:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,15,8,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:14,13:14:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,913.08,7,1,7.75,
C,15,9,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:16,13:16:08,0:00:08,100.2,65,910.35,7,1,3.5,
C,15,10,500 m," 40°25'51.85""N","
86°55'50.16""W",1647.48,13:18,13:18:06,0:00:06,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,15,11,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:20,13:20:08,0:00:08,104.2,128,923.96,7,1,5.75,
C,15,12,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,15,13,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:24,13:24:08,0:00:08,104.2,51,921.84,7,1,5.75,
C,15,14,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,15,15,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:28,13:28:10,0:00:10,102.6,51,931.26,7,1,5.75,
C,15,16,500 m," 40°25'51.71""N","
86°55'53.88""W",1647.48,13:30,13:30:13,0:00:13,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,15,17,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:32,13:32,0:00,100.2,7,9:21:36,7,1,3.5,
C,15,18,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:34,13:34:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,914.61,7,1,7.75,
C,15,19,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:36,13:36:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,15,20,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:38,13:38:06,0:00:06,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,15,21,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:40,13:40:08,0:00:08,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,15,22,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:42,13:42:10,0:00:10,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
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C,15,23,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:34,13:34:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,15,24,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:36,13:36:06,0:00:06,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,15,25,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",327.34,13:38,13:38:04,0:00:04,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
,,Test #4,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR,
C,16,control,2 feet away," 40°25'38.82""N"," 86°55'37.38""W",>2,,,0,-70.2,25,906.45,7,1,9.5,
C,16,1,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",145.15,13:00,13:00:14,0:00:14,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
C,16,2,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:02,13:02:08,0:00:08,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,16,3,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:04,13:04:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,16,4,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:06,13:06:06,0:00:06,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,16,5,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:08,13:08:06,0:00:06,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,16,6,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:10,13:10:08,0:00:08,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,16,7,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:12,13:12:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,16,8,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:14,13:14:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,913.08,7,1,7.75,
C,16,9,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:16,13:16:08,0:00:08,100.2,65,910.35,7,1,3.5,
C,16,10,500 m," 40°25'51.85""N","
86°55'50.16""W",1647.48,13:18,13:18:06,0:00:06,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,16,11,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:20,13:20:08,0:00:08,104.2,128,923.96,7,1,5.75,
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C,16,12,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,16,13,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:24,13:24:08,0:00:08,104.2,51,921.84,7,1,5.75,
C,16,14,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,16,15,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:28,13:28:10,0:00:10,102.6,51,931.26,7,1,5.75,
C,16,16,500 m," 40°25'51.71""N","
86°55'53.88""W",1647.48,13:30,13:30:13,0:00:13,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,16,17,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:32,13:32,0:00,100.2,7,9:21:36,7,1,3.5,
C,16,18,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:34,13:34:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,914.61,7,1,7.75,
C,16,19,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:36,13:36:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,16,20,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:38,13:38:06,0:00:06,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,16,21,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:40,13:40:08,0:00:08,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,16,22,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:42,13:42:10,0:00:10,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,16,23,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:34,13:34:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,16,24,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:36,13:36:06,0:00:06,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,16,25,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",327.34,13:38,13:38:04,0:00:04,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
,,Test #5,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR,
C,17,control,2 feet away," 40°25'38.82""N"," 86°55'37.38""W",>2,,,0,-70.2,25,906.45,7,1,9.5,
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C,17,1,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",145.15,13:00,13:00:14,0:00:14,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
C,17,2,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:02,13:02:08,0:00:08,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,17,3,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:04,13:04:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,17,4,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:06,13:06:06,0:00:06,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,17,5,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:08,13:08:06,0:00:06,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,17,6,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:10,13:10:08,0:00:08,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,17,7,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:12,13:12:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,17,8,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:14,13:14:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,913.08,7,1,7.75,
C,17,9,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:16,13:16:08,0:00:08,100.2,65,910.35,7,1,3.5,
C,17,10,500 m," 40°25'51.85""N","
86°55'50.16""W",1647.48,13:18,13:18:06,0:00:06,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,17,11,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:20,13:20:08,0:00:08,104.2,128,923.96,7,1,5.75,
C,17,12,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,17,13,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:24,13:24:08,0:00:08,104.2,51,921.84,7,1,5.75,
C,17,14,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,17,15,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:28,13:28:10,0:00:10,102.6,51,931.26,7,1,5.75,
C,17,16,500 m," 40°25'51.71""N","
86°55'53.88""W",1647.48,13:30,13:30:13,0:00:13,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
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C,17,17,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:32,13:32,0:00,100.2,7,9:21:36,7,1,3.5,
C,17,18,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:34,13:34:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,914.61,7,1,7.75,
C,17,19,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:36,13:36:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,17,20,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:38,13:38:06,0:00:06,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,17,21,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:40,13:40:08,0:00:08,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
C,17,22,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:42,13:42:10,0:00:10,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,17,23,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:34,13:34:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,17,24,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:36,13:36:06,0:00:06,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,17,25,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",327.34,13:38,13:38:04,0:00:04,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
,,Test #6,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR,
C,18,control,2 feet away," 40°25'38.82""N"," 86°55'37.38""W",>2,,,0,-70.2,25,906.45,7,1,9.5,
C,18,1,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",145.15,13:00,13:00:14,0:00:14,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
C,18,2,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:02,13:02:08,0:00:08,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,18,3,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:04,13:04:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,18,4,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:06,13:06:06,0:00:06,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,18,5,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:08,13:08:06,0:00:06,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
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C,18,6,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:10,13:10:08,0:00:08,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,18,7,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:12,13:12:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,18,8,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:14,13:14:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,913.08,7,1,7.75,
C,18,9,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:16,13:16:08,0:00:08,100.2,65,910.35,7,1,3.5,
C,18,10,500 m," 40°25'51.85""N","
86°55'50.16""W",1647.48,13:18,13:18:06,0:00:06,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,18,11,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:20,13:20:08,0:00:08,104.2,128,923.96,7,1,5.75,
C,18,12,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,18,13,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:24,13:24:08,0:00:08,104.2,51,921.84,7,1,5.75,
C,18,14,Stadium and McCormik," 40°25'51.79""N"," 86°55'56.53""W",1922.87,,,,,,,,,,
C,18,15,550 m," 40°25'51.71""N"," 86°55'53.88""W",1823.43,13:28,13:28:10,0:00:10,102.6,51,931.26,7,1,5.75,
C,18,16,500 m," 40°25'51.71""N","
86°55'53.88""W",1647.48,13:30,13:30:13,0:00:13,104.2,51,910.87,7,1,7.75,
C,18,17,450 m," 40°25'53.18""N"," 86°55'45.90""W",1595.02,13:32,13:32,0:00,100.2,7,9:21:36,7,1,3.5,
C,18,18,400 m," 40°25'53.10""N"," 86°55'41.65""W",1483.86,13:34,13:34:08,0:00:08,101.2,73,914.61,7,1,7.75,
C,18,19,350 m," 40°25'53.17""N"," 86°55'38.37""W",1455.87,13:36,13:36:08,0:00:08,91.2,144,926.68,7,1,9.5,
C,18,20,300 m," 40°25'50.90""N"," 86°55'38.36""W",1223.43,13:38,13:38:06,0:00:06,92.2,64,913.08,7,1,9.25,
C,18,21,250 m," 40°25'48.09""N"," 86°55'38.18""W",937.96,13:40,13:40:08,0:00:08,94.2,137,925.49,7,1,8.75,
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C,18,22,200 m," 40°25'46.11""N"," 86°55'37.68""W",731.17,13:42,13:42:10,0:00:10,91.2,28,906.96,7,1,9.75,
C,18,23,150 m," 40°25'44.18""N"," 86°55'37.24""W",542.43,13:34,13:34:06,0:00:06,85.2,145,926.85,7,1,10,
C,18,24,100 m," 40°25'42.07""N"," 86°55'37.28""W",327.34,13:36,13:36:06,0:00:06,85.2,88,917.16,7,1,9.25,
C,18,25,50 m," 40°25'40.22""N"," 86°55'37.34""W",327.34,13:38,13:38:04,0:00:04,67.2,19,905.43,7,1,9.75,
Test Code,Test Number,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
A,1,0,2 feet away," 39°46'44.05""N"," 86°10'12.83""W",> 2 ,12:03,12:03:07,0:00:07,37.2,43,909.51,7,1,10.25
A,1,1,828 camp st," 39°46'44.05""N"," 86°10'12.83""W",>10,12:05,12:05:05,0:00:05,73.2,17,905.05,7,1,9.25
A,1,2,9th and campt," 39°46'46.36""N"," 86°10'12.92""W",239.79,12:07,12:07:05,0:00:05,100.2,130,924.3,7,1,8
A,1,3,9th and california," 39°46'46.25""N"," 86°10'9.31""W",352.93,12:09,12:09:05,0:00:05,111.2,0,902.2,7,1,4.5
A,1,4,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,12:11,12:11:05,0:00:05,-107.2,74,914.78,7,1,4.5
A,1,5,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N","
86°10'3.10""W",802.67,12:13,12:13:05,0:00:05,-104.2,35,908.15,7,1,8.5
A,1,6,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86° 9'47.67""W",1982.66,12:19,,,,,,,,
A,1,7,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,12:22,12:22:29,0:00:29,-118.2,123,923.11,10,1,-6.75
A,1,8,Capital and Saint Clair," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,12:25,12:25:27,0:00:27,-119.2,0,902.2,10,1,-14
A,1,9,"714 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.76""N","
39°46'39.76""N",2575.25,12:30:02,,,,,,,,
A,1,10,"732 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'38.16""N"," 86°
9'40.37""W",2603.01,12:34:00,,,,,,,,
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A,1,11,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",2066.12,12:39,12:39:29,0:00:29,-118.2,17,905.09,9,1,-8.25
A,1,12,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'41.08""N"," 86° 9'46.64""W",2565,12:42,,,,,,,,
A,1,13,SW corner of Saint Clair and Cpaital," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,12:44,12:44:49,0:00:49,-118.2,73,914.61,10,1,11.25
A,1,14,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86° 9'40.19""W",2565,12:46,,,,,,,,
A,1,15,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,12:48,12:48:25,0:00:25,-117.3,112,921.24,10,1,-10.25
A,1,16,Capital and Walnut," 39°46'37.06""N"," 86° 9'40.50""W",2621.49,12:55,,,,,,,,
A,1,17,"717 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.05""N"," 86°
9'40.35""W",2582.34,12:57,,,,,,,,
A,1,18,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:00,1:00:25,0:00:25,-118.4,112,921.24,10,1,-10.25
A,1,19,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:05,1:05:29,0:00:29,-116.8,17,905.09,9,1,-8.25
A,1,20,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:10,1:10:05,0:00:05,104.7,35,908.15,7,1,8.5
A,1,21,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:12,1:12:05,0:00:05,-107.2,74,914.78,7,1,4.5
,,Test #2,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
A,2,1,828 camp st," 39°46'44.05""N"," 86°10'12.83""W",>10 feet,1:15,1:15:07,0:00:07,37.2,43,905.05,7,1,10.25
A,2,2,9th and campt," 39°46'46.36""N"," 86°10'12.92""W",239.79,1:17,1:17:06,0:00:06,73.2,17,924.3,7,1,9.25
A,2,3,9th and california," 39°46'46.25""N"," 86°10'9.31""W",352.93,1:19,1:19:05,0:00:05,100.2,107,902.2,7,1,8
A,2,4,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:21,1:21:05,0:00:05,-111.2,0,914.78,7,1,4.5
A,2,5,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:23,,,,,,,1,
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A,2,6,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:25,1:16:06,23:51:06,-104.2,73,923.11,10,1,4.5
A,2,8,Capital and Saint Clair," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:29,1:29:07,0:00:07,-119.2,43,902.2,10,1,8.5
A,2,9,"714 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.76""N","
39°46'39.76""N",2575.25,1:31,,,,,,,,
A,2,10,"732 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'38.16""N"," 86°
9'40.37""W",2603.01,1:33,,,,,,,,
A,2,11,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:35,1:35:29,0:00:29,-104.2,17,905.09,10,1,-6.75
A,2,12,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:37,1:37:25,0:00:25,-119.2,107,914.24,,1,-14
A,2,13,SW corner of Saint Clair and Cpaital," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:39,1:39:18,0:00:18,-120.5,107,921.24,10,1,-8.75
A,2,15,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86° 9'40.19""W",2565,1:43,,,,,,,,
A,2,16,Capital and Walnut," 39°46'37.06""N"," 86° 9'40.50""W",2621.49,1:45,,,,,,,,
A,2,17,"717 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.05""N"," 86°
9'40.35""W",2582.34,1:47,,,,,,,,
A,2,18,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:49,1:49:25,0:00:25,-118.4,112,921.24,7,1,-10.25
A,2,19,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:51,1:51:08,0:00:08,-116.8,35,905.09,7,1,-8.25
A,2,20,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:53,1:53:05,0:00:05,104.7,74,908.15,7,1,8.5
A,2,21,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:55,1:55:05,0:00:05,-107.2,112,914.78,7,1,4.5
,,Test #3,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
A,3,1,828 camp st," 39°46'44.05""N"," 86°10'12.83""W",>10 feet,1:15,1:15:07,0:00:07,37.2,43,905.05,7,1,10.25
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A,3,2,9th and campt," 39°46'46.36""N"," 86°10'12.92""W",239.79,1:17,1:17:06,0:00:06,73.2,17,924.3,7,1,9.25
A,3,3,9th and california," 39°46'46.25""N"," 86°10'9.31""W",352.93,1:19,1:19:05,0:00:05,100.2,107,902.2,7,1,8
A,3,4,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:21,1:21:05,0:00:05,-111.2,0,914.78,7,1,4.5
A,3,5,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:23,,,,,,,1,
A,3,6,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:25,1:16:06,23:51:06,-104.2,73,923.11,10,1,4.5
A,3,8,Capital and Saint Clair," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:29,1:29:07,0:00:07,-119.2,43,902.2,10,1,8.5
A,3,9,"714 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.76""N","
39°46'39.76""N",2575.25,1:31,,,,,,,,
A,3,10,"732 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'38.16""N"," 86°
9'40.37""W",2603.01,1:33,,,,,,,,
A,3,11,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:35,1:35:29,0:00:29,-104.2,17,905.09,10,1,-6.75
A,3,12,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:37,1:37:25,0:00:25,-119.2,107,914.24,,1,-14
A,3,13,SW corner of Saint Clair and Cpaital," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:39,1:39:18,0:00:18,-120.5,107,921.24,10,1,-8.75
A,3,15,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86° 9'40.19""W",2565,1:43,,,,,,,,
A,3,16,Capital and Walnut," 39°46'37.06""N"," 86° 9'40.50""W",2621.49,1:45,,,,,,,,
A,3,17,"717 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.05""N"," 86°
9'40.35""W",2582.34,1:47,,,,,,,,
A,3,18,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:49,1:49:25,0:00:25,-118.4,112,921.24,7,1,-10.25
A,3,19,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:51,1:51:08,0:00:08,-116.8,35,905.09,7,1,-8.25
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A,3,20,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:53,1:53:05,0:00:05,104.7,74,908.15,7,1,8.5
A,,21,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:55,1:55:05,0:00:05,-107.2,112,914.78,7,1,4.5
,,Test #4,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
A,4,1,828 camp st," 39°46'44.05""N"," 86°10'12.83""W",>10 feet,1:15,1:15:07,0:00:07,37.2,43,905.05,7,1,10.25
A,4,2,9th and campt," 39°46'46.36""N"," 86°10'12.92""W",239.79,1:17,1:17:06,0:00:06,73.2,17,924.3,7,1,9.25
A,4,3,9th and california," 39°46'46.25""N"," 86°10'9.31""W",352.93,1:19,1:19:05,0:00:05,100.2,107,902.2,7,1,8
A,4,4,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:21,1:21:05,0:00:05,-111.2,0,914.78,7,1,4.5
A,4,5,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:23,,,,,,,1,
A,4,6,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:25,1:16:06,23:51:06,-104.2,73,923.11,10,1,4.5
A,4,8,Capital and Saint Clair," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:29,1:29:07,0:00:07,-119.2,43,902.2,10,1,8.5
A,4,9,"714 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.76""N","
39°46'39.76""N",2575.25,1:31,,,,,,,,
A,4,10,"732 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'38.16""N"," 86°
9'40.37""W",2603.01,1:33,,,,,,,,
A,4,11,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:35,1:35:29,0:00:29,-104.2,17,905.09,10,1,-6.75
A,4,12,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:37,1:37:25,0:00:25,-119.2,107,914.24,,1,-14
A,4,13,SW corner of Saint Clair and Cpaital," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:39,1:39:18,0:00:18,-120.5,107,921.24,10,1,-8.75
A,4,15,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86° 9'40.19""W",2565,1:43,,,,,,,,
A,4,16,Capital and Walnut," 39°46'37.06""N"," 86° 9'40.50""W",2621.49,1:45,,,,,,,,
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A,4,17,"717 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.05""N"," 86°
9'40.35""W",2582.34,1:47,,,,,,,,
A,4,18,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:49,1:49:25,0:00:25,-118.4,112,921.24,7,1,-10.25
A,4,19,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:51,1:51:08,0:00:08,-116.8,35,905.09,7,1,-8.25
A,4,20,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:53,1:53:05,0:00:05,104.7,74,908.15,7,1,8.5
A,4,21,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:55,1:55:05,0:00:05,-107.2,112,914.78,7,1,4.5
,,Test #5,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
A,5,1,828 camp st," 39°46'44.05""N"," 86°10'12.83""W",>10 feet,1:15,1:15:07,0:00:07,37.2,43,905.05,7,1,10.25
A,5,2,9th and campt," 39°46'46.36""N"," 86°10'12.92""W",239.79,1:17,1:17:06,0:00:06,73.2,17,924.3,7,1,9.25
A,5,3,9th and california," 39°46'46.25""N"," 86°10'9.31""W",352.93,1:19,1:19:05,0:00:05,100.2,107,902.2,7,1,8
A,5,4,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:21,1:21:05,0:00:05,-111.2,0,914.78,7,1,4.5
A,5,5,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:23,,,,,,,1,
A,5,6,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:25,1:16:06,23:51:06,-104.2,73,923.11,10,1,4.5
A,5,8,Capital and Saint Clair," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:29,1:29:07,0:00:07,-119.2,43,902.2,10,1,8.5
A,5,9,"714 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.76""N","
39°46'39.76""N",2575.25,1:31,,,,,,,,
A,5,10,"732 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'38.16""N"," 86°
9'40.37""W",2603.01,1:33,,,,,,,,
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A,5,11,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:35,1:35:29,0:00:29,-104.2,17,905.09,10,1,-6.75
A,5,12,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:37,1:37:25,0:00:25,-119.2,107,914.24,,1,-14
A,5,13,SW corner of Saint Clair and Cpaital," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:39,1:39:18,0:00:18,-120.5,107,921.24,10,1,-8.75
A,5,15,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86° 9'40.19""W",2565,1:43,,,,,,,,
A,5,16,Capital and Walnut," 39°46'37.06""N"," 86° 9'40.50""W",2621.49,1:45,,,,,,,,
A,5,17,"717 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.05""N"," 86°
9'40.35""W",2582.34,1:47,,,,,,,,
A,5,18,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:49,1:49:25,0:00:25,-118.4,112,921.24,7,1,-10.25
A,5,19,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:51,1:51:08,0:00:08,-116.8,35,905.09,7,1,-8.25
A,5,20,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:53,1:53:05,0:00:05,104.7,74,908.15,7,1,8.5
A,5,21,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:55,1:55:05,0:00:05,-107.2,112,914.78,7,1,4.5
,,Test #6,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Channel,Frequency,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
A,6,1,828 camp st," 39°46'44.05""N"," 86°10'12.83""W",>10 feet,1:15,1:15:07,0:00:07,37.2,43,905.05,7,1,10.25
A,6,2,9th and campt," 39°46'46.36""N"," 86°10'12.92""W",239.79,1:17,1:17:06,0:00:06,73.2,17,924.3,7,1,9.25
A,6,3,9th and california," 39°46'46.25""N"," 86°10'9.31""W",352.93,1:19,1:19:05,0:00:05,100.2,107,902.2,7,1,8
A,6,4,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:21,1:21:05,0:00:05,-111.2,0,914.78,7,1,4.5
A,6,5,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:23,,,,,,,1,
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A,6,6,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:25,1:16:06,23:51:06,-104.2,73,923.11,10,1,4.5
A,6,8,Capital and Saint Clair," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:29,1:29:07,0:00:07,-119.2,43,902.2,10,1,8.5
A,6,9,"714 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.76""N","
39°46'39.76""N",2575.25,1:31,,,,,,,,
A,6,10,"732 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'38.16""N"," 86°
9'40.37""W",2603.01,1:33,,,,,,,,
A,6,11,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:35,1:35:29,0:00:29,-104.2,17,905.09,10,1,-6.75
A,6,12,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:37,1:37:25,0:00:25,-119.2,107,914.24,,1,-14
A,6,13,SW corner of Saint Clair and Cpaital," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'41.23""W",2486.6,1:39,1:39:18,0:00:18,-120.5,107,921.24,10,1,-8.75
A,6,15,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86° 9'40.19""W",2565,1:43,,,,,,,,
A,6,16,Capital and Walnut," 39°46'37.06""N"," 86° 9'40.50""W",2621.49,1:45,,,,,,,,
A,6,17,"717 N Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46204"," 39°46'39.05""N"," 86°
9'40.35""W",2582.34,1:47,,,,,,,,
A,6,18,Saint Clair and Capital (SE corner)," 39°46'40.93""N"," 86°
9'40.19""W",2565,1:49,1:49:25,0:00:25,-118.4,112,921.24,7,1,-10.25
A,6,19,Senate and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.10""N"," 86°
9'47.67""W",1982.66,1:51,1:51:08,0:00:08,-116.8,35,905.09,7,1,-8.25
A,6,20,MLK and Saint Clair," 39°46'41.33""N"," 86°10'3.10""W",802.67,1:53,1:53:05,0:00:05,104.7,74,908.15,7,1,8.5
A,6,21,California and saint clair," 39°46'42.21""N","
86°10'8.00""W",417.63,1:55,1:55:05,0:00:05,-107.2,112,914.78,7,1,4.5
Test Code,Test Number,Test #1,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Frequency,Channel,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
B,7,control,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86°
9'17.30""W",>10,13:58,13:58:14,0:00:14,-39.2,903.9,10,7,1,10.5
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B,7,1,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:02,14:02:04,0:00:04,89.2,913.25,65,7,1,5.75
B,7,2,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:05,14:05:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,105,7,1,1.25
B,7,3,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,14:06,Disconnected,,,,,,,
B,7,4,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:08,14:08:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,105,7,1,1.25
B,7,5,Ohio and Meridan,,,997.47,14:10,Disconnected,,,,,,,
B,7,6,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:12,14:12:08,0:00:08,106.2,920.01,105,7,1,1.25
B,7,7,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:14,14:14:04,0:00:04,91.1,912.52,65,7,1,5.75
B,7,8,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,14:16,,,,,,,,
B,7,9,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:18,14:18:08,0:00:08,103.42,921.57,73,7,1,1.25
B,7,10,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:20,14:20:04,0:00:04,91.2,912.43,105,7,1,5.75
B,7,11,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86° 9'17.30""W",>10,14:22:00,14:22:04,0:00:04,40.5,901.54,65,7,1,10.5
,,Test #2,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Frequency,Channel,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
B,8,control,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86°
9'17.30""W",>10,14:40,14:40:14,0:00:14,-39.2,903.9,10,7,1,10.5
B,8,1,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:42,14:42:04,0:00:04,89.2,913.25,73,7,1,5.75
B,8,2,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:44,14:44:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,105,7,1,1.25
B,8,3,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,8,4,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:48,14:48:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,10,7,1,1.25
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B,8,5,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,8,6,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:52,14:52:06,0:00:06,106.2,920.01,105,7,1,1.25
B,8,7,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:54,14:54:08,0:00:08,91.1,912.52,65,7,1,5.75
B,8,8,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,8,9,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:58,14:58:05,0:00:05,103.42,921.57,0,7,1,1.25
B,8,10,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,15:00,15:00:05,0:00:05,91.2,912.43,65,7,1,5.75
B,8,11,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86° 9'17.30""W",>10,15:02,15:02:02,0:00:02,40.5,901.54,104,7,1,10.5
,,Test #3,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Frequency,Channel,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
B,9,control,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86°
9'17.30""W",>10,14:40,14:40:14,0:00:14,-39.2,903.9,10,7,1,10.5
B,9,1,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:42,14:42:04,0:00:04,89.2,913.25,73,7,1,5.75
B,9,2,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:44,14:44:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,105,7,1,1.25
B,9,3,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,9,4,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:48,14:48:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,10,7,1,1.25
B,9,5,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,9,6,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:52,14:52:06,0:00:06,106.2,920.01,105,7,1,1.25
B,9,7,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:54,14:54:08,0:00:08,91.1,912.52,65,7,1,5.75
B,9,8,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
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B,9,9,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:58,14:58:05,0:00:05,103.42,921.57,0,7,1,1.25
B,9,10,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,15:00,15:00:05,0:00:05,91.2,912.43,65,7,1,5.75
B,9,11,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86° 9'17.30""W",>10,15:02,15:02:02,0:00:02,40.5,901.54,104,7,1,10.5
,,Test #4,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Frequency,Channel,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
B,10,control,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86°
9'17.30""W",>10,14:40,14:40:14,0:00:14,-39.2,903.9,10,7,1,10.5
B,10,1,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:42,14:42:04,0:00:04,89.2,913.25,73,7,1,5.75
B,10,2,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:44,14:44:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,105,7,1,1.25
B,10,3,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,10,4,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:48,14:48:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,10,7,1,1.25
B,10,5,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,10,6,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:52,14:52:06,0:00:06,106.2,920.01,105,7,1,1.25
B,10,7,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:54,14:54:08,0:00:08,91.1,912.52,65,7,1,5.75
B,10,8,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,10,9,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:58,14:58:05,0:00:05,103.42,921.57,0,7,1,1.25
B,10,10,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,15:00,15:00:05,0:00:05,91.2,912.43,65,7,1,5.75
B,10,11,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86° 9'17.30""W",>10,15:02,15:02:02,0:00:02,40.5,901.54,104,7,1,10.5
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,,Test #5,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Frequency,Channel,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
B,11,control,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86°
9'17.30""W",>10,14:40,14:40:14,0:00:14,-39.2,903.9,10,7,1,10.5
B,11,1,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:42,14:42:04,0:00:04,89.2,913.25,73,7,1,5.75
B,11,2,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:44,14:44:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,105,7,1,1.25
B,11,3,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,11,4,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:48,14:48:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,10,7,1,1.25
B,11,5,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,11,6,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:52,14:52:06,0:00:06,106.2,920.01,105,7,1,1.25
B,11,7,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:54,14:54:08,0:00:08,91.1,912.52,65,7,1,5.75
B,11,8,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,11,9,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:58,14:58:05,0:00:05,103.42,921.57,0,7,1,1.25
B,11,10,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,15:00,15:00:05,0:00:05,91.2,912.43,65,7,1,5.75
B,11,11,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86° 9'17.30""W",>10,15:02,15:02:02,0:00:02,40.5,901.54,104,7,1,10.5
,,Test #6,Location,Latitude,Longitude,Distance(in
feet),Mark,Receive,,RSSI,Frequency,Channel,Spread Factor,Coding Rate,SNR
B,12,control,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86°
9'17.30""W",>10,14:40,14:40:14,0:00:14,-39.2,903.9,10,7,1,10.5
B,12,1,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:42,14:42:04,0:00:04,89.2,913.25,73,7,1,5.75
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B,12,2,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:44,14:44:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,105,7,1,1.25
B,12,3,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,12,4,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:48,14:48:08,0:00:08,108.2,920.05,10,7,1,1.25
B,12,5,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,12,6,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:52,14:52:06,0:00:06,106.2,920.01,105,7,1,1.25
B,12,7,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,14:54,14:54:08,0:00:08,91.1,912.52,65,7,1,5.75
B,12,8,Ohio and Meridan," 39°46'11.44""N"," 86° 9'28.40""W",997.47,,,0:00:00,,,,7,1,
B,12,9,Penn and Ohio," 39°46'11.45""N"," 86° 9'22.51""W",635.36,14:58,14:58:05,0:00:05,103.42,921.57,0,7,1,1.25
B,12,10,Penn and Market," 39°46'6.75""N"," 86° 9'21.99""W",365.02,15:00,15:00:05,0:00:05,91.2,912.43,65,7,1,5.75
B,12,11,136 East Market St," 39°46'6.63""N"," 86° 9'17.30""W",>10,15:02,15:02:02,0:00:02,40.5,901.54,104,7,1,10.5

